Interfacing Recognized as an Enterprise Business Process Analysis Leader in Gartner’s 2018 Market Guide Report


MONTREAL (PRWEB) January 10, 2019 -- Interfacing Technologies Corporation®, a global leading provider of digital transformation, quality management and continuous improvement solutions, is privileged to announce that it has been once again been listed by Gartner® as a leader in Enterprise Business Process Analysis (EBPA). Gartner® is the world’s leading information technology research and advisory firm and this is the fourth straight year that Interfacing’s Enterprise Process Center® (EPC) has received accolades for EBPA and recognition by Gartner as a trailblazing frontrunner within Digital Twin, Business Operation System and Operation Intelligence categories as well.

The Gartner Market Guide highlights key vendors, as well as how they fulfill four common use cases, including Supporting Digital Transformation by linking Strategy to Execution, Improving Processes by Process Modeling and Analysis (BPA), Assessing the Impact of Change by Connecting Process Models with Enterprise Architecture (EA), and Modeling and Preparing Business Processes for DigitalOps, that segment the EBPA market.

It is worth mentioning that among these use cases, Gartner especially highlights “DigitalOps”. This emphasis reveals the importance of an organization-wide process center as a key solution of digital transformation and attaining organizational agility, which is exactly what Interfacing’s Enterprise Process Center fulfills.

According to Gartner, “EBPA tools are of interest to business architects, enterprise architects, process architects, process analysts and process owners looking to understand and improve their process-related outcomes… here, we consider only vendors and tools that provide EBPA as a stand-alone offering that’s capable of addressing all of four use cases.”

In Gartner’s 2018 Market Guide, Interfacing’s flagship product, the EPC was recognized due to its combination of process analysis, standard operating procedures (SOP) management, governance, risk & compliance (GRC), master data management, performance management, and full Low-Code Rapid Application Development (RAD) solution. Interfacing’s comprehensive business transformation platform will smoothen transition phases, improve change adoption, optimize inefficiencies, increase productivity, enforce governance and ensure compliance throughout the organization.

Scott Armstrong, Interfacing’s Managing Partner commented, “The recognition by Gartner demonstrates our commitment to innovate, and that our application is the best platform on the market. We have paid close attention to businesses’ evolving needs, and have continuously delivered versatile and state-of-art management solutions. Our platform is built using cutting-edge technology (Social, Mobile, Analytics, and Cloud) supporting multi-language (100+ languages); it is feature-rich but the design is extremely user-friendly with end-users always in mind. Our solution translates strategy into execution, disseminates knowledge and integrates continuous improvement into the core culture.”

The Interfacing team is driven by innovation and customer-success. Beyond developing ground-breaking technology, Interfacing has a comprehensive business and IT consulting service division to aid customers tackle
their challenges and ensure they achieve their objectives. With customer success stories across the globe and all industries, Interfacing is confident that it is the right end-to-end solution partner for your enterprise.

About Interfacing
Interfacing Technologies is a global leader in business transformation, empowering organizations to efficiently govern business complexity through process-based quality, performance and compliance management solutions. Interfacing’s solutions are intuitively designed for business users; facilitating multiple organizational programs within a single platform and covering the full spectrum of quality, improvement and governance initiatives.

Gartner Disclaimer
Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in our research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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